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Abstract— In this paper, we've projected honey words 

(decoy passwords) to observe attacks against hashed 

password databases. For every user account, the legitimate 

password is hold on with many honey words so as to sense 

impersonation. If honey words are chosen properly, a cyber-

attacker who steals a file of hashed passwords cannot be 

certain if it's the real password or a honey word for any 

account. Moreover, getting into with a honey word to login 

can trigger an alarm notifying the administrator a couple of 

password file breach. At the expense of increasing the 

storage demand by twenty times, the authors introduce a 

straightforward and effective answer to the detection of 

password file revealing events [5]. During this study, we 

tend to scrutinize the honey word system and present some 

remarks to focus on attainable weak points. Also, we advise 

another approach that selects the honey words from existing 

user passwords within the system so as to supply realistic 

honey words a perfectly flat honey word generation 

technique and also to cut back storage price of the honey 

word scheme. This Honey words idea was originally 

projected by 2 mortal Juels and Rivest to discover attacks 

against hashed password databases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Divulgence of countersign files could be a severe security 

problem that has affected many users and firms like Yahoo, 

RockYou, LinkedIn, eHarmony and Adobe. The use of 

passwords is one among the foremost common tools 

throughout authentication method. In registration method, 

most of the users chooses weak passwords that may be 

predicted by a brute-force attack. Namely, an individual, 

who steal the file of hashed passwords from a server, will 

use brute force attack to find some user’s countersign. Weir 

et al developed a countersign cracking formula that uses 

probabilistic, context-free grammars. Kelley et al.  Recently 

showed that using Weir’s attack, one billion guess is enough 

to crack there are 40.3 of the passwords that go with the 

“basic8” policy, i.e., all passwords must have a minimum of 

eight characters. Golubev showed that the cracking speed of 

hashes has reached 5.6 billion/s for MD5 and 2.3 billion/s 

for SHA1 on one GPU. For example, the LinkedIn 

passwords were using the SHA-1 algorithmic program 

Without a salt and equally the passwords within the 

eHarmony system were also stored using unsalted MD5 

hashes. Indeed, once a countersign file is stolen, by using the 

countersign cracking techniques just like the algorithmic 

program of Weir et al. It's straightforward to capture most of 

the plaintext passwords. So for avoiding it, there are two 

problems that ought to be thought-about to beat these 

security problems: initial passwords should be protected and 

secure by exploitation the acceptable formula and also the 

second point is that a secure system ought to discover the 

entry of unauthorized user within the system. During this 

study, we tend to specialize in the latter issue and deal with 

fake passwords or accounts as an easy and value effective 

solution to discover compromise of passwords. Honeypot is 

one amongst the ways to spot occurrence of a countersign 

database breach. During this approach, the administrator 

purposely creates deceit user accounts to lure adversaries 

and detects a countersign disclosure, if anyone of the 

honeypot passwords get used. Honeypot concept  has been 

implemented by studying a large scale web passwords 

creation habits [2].This allows us to measure or estimate 

such quantities as the average number of pass- words and 

average number of accounts each user has, how many 

passwords she types per day, how often passwords are 

shared among sites, and how often they are forgotten. Hristo 

Bojinov introduces a new architecture for building theft-

resistant password managers called Kamouflage [7].  

An assaulter who steals a portable computer or 

cellular phone with a Kamouflage-based countersign 

manager is forced to hold out a substantial quantity of on-

line work before getting any user credentials. He enforced as 

a replacement for the integral Firefox countersign manager, 

and supply performance measurements and therefore the 

results from experiments with massive real-world 

countersign sets to gauges the practicability and 

effectiveness of the approach. Kamouflage is well suited to 

become a standard architecture for password managers on 

mo- bile devices. Recently, Juels and Rivest have presented 

the honeyword mechanism to detect an adversary who 

attempts to login with cracked passwords. The details 

explanation of the honeywords concepts will be given in the 

next section. 
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Table 1. 

III. HONEYWORDS 

In this section we will summarize the concept of honeyword 

password and also its generation methods. 

A. Overview Of Honeywords 

Honeywords basically means the insertion of false 

passwords with each individual users account. When an 

individual gets the countersign list, she recovers several 

countersign candidates for every account and he or she 

cannot be sure concerning that word is genuine. Hence, the 

cracked countersign files can be detected by the system 

administrator if a login attempt is finished with a honeyword 

by the individual. The honeyword mechanism works merely 

as follows: for every user ui, the sweetword list wi is 

generated exploitation the honeyword generation 

algorithmic program Gen(k). This procedure takes input k 

because the number of sweetwords and outputs both the 

countersign list 

Wi = (wi,1,wi,2,...,wi,k) 

and ci, wherever ci is the index of the proper countersign. 

The username and therefore the hashes of the sweetwords as 

< ui,(vi,1,vi,2,...,vi,k) > tuple is kept within the information 

of the main server, whereas ci is stored in another server 

referred to as  honeychecker. By diversifying the secret data 

within the system – storing countersign hashes in one server 

and ci within the honeychecker makes it harder to 

compromise the system as an entire, i.e. providing a basic 

form of distributed security. Notice that in an ancient 

countersign technique < ui,H(pi) > pair is stored for every 

account, whereas for this system < ui,Vi > tuple is kept 

within the information, whereas 

Vi = (vi,1,vi,2,...,vi,k) 

B. Existing System 

Existing System uses following methods for Honeywords 

generation: 

1) Chaffing-By-Tweaking 

Our first methodology is to “tweak” selected character 

positions of the countersign to get the honeywords. Let t 

denote the specified number of positions to tweak (such as t 

= 2 or t = 3). As an example, with “chaffing-by-tail-

tweaking” the last t positions of the countersign are chosen. 

The honeywords are then obtained by tweaking the 

characters within the chosen t positions: every character 

during a chosen position is replaced by a randomly-chosen 

character of an equivalent type: digits are replaced by digits, 

letters by letters, and special characters (anything apart from 

a letter of a digit) by special characters [5]. 

2) Chaffing-With-A-Password-Model 

In this approach, the generator algorithmic program takes 

the pass- word from the user and looking forward to a 

probabilistic model of real passwords it produces the 

honeywords. The authors offer the model of as an example 

for this methodology named as the modeling syntax. In this 

model, the countersign is splitted into character sets. For 

example, rexy3grind is decomposed as 4-letters + 1-digit + 

5-letters ⇒ L4 +D1 +L5 and replaced with a similar 

composition like hari5tring. Another example named as the 

straightforward model represented within the study 

generates honeywords through a countersign list: firstly a 

countersign list L is constructed by combining various real 

passwords and random passwords of varying lengths. Then a 

random word is picked from the list with a length of d. 

Moreover, with a likelihood of 0.8[5].  

3) Hybrid Method 

Another technique mentioned in is combining the strength 

of various honeyword generation ways, e.g. chaffing-with-a-

password-model and chaffing-by-tweaking- digits. By using 

this method, random countersign model will yield seeds for 

tweaking-digits to come up with honeywords [5]. 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

By Investigating the Security of Honeyword System against 

some possible scenarios like: 

 Denial-of-service Attack 

 Brute-force Attack 

By considering the above attacks mentioned and discuss at 

[1][5], one can infer that there are 2 major problems 

regarding honeywords. The first issue is flatness of the 

generator algorithmic program specified it's directly 

associated with the possibility of distinguishing the proper 

countersign out of the several sweetwords. Thus, if the 

strategy isn't flat enough, it undermines the most task of the 

honeywords associate degreed an adversary will simply 

understand the proper countersign. Second issue is that 

what's the possibility of an individual in hitting a honeyword 

purposely and triggering a warning to render the system in a 

very DoS state. Significance of this issue depends on the 

tailored policy, e.g. what would be done in case of a 

warning. Under these points, one will see that choice of the 

Gen() procedure and applicable policy square measure 

critically important. 

V. PROPOSED APPROACH 

Our projected model continues to be supported use of 

honeywords to detect password-cracking. However, rather 

than generating the honeywords and storing them within the 

countersign file, we recommend to benefit from existing 

passwords to simulate honeywords. So as to achieve this, for 

every account    k − 1 existing countersign indexes, that we 

tend to call honeyindexes, are randomly appointed to a 

recently created account of ui, wherever k ≥ 2. Moreover, a 

random index number is given to this account and hash of 

the proper countersign is kept with the proper index during a 

list. On the opposite hand, in associate degree other list ui is 

stored with an integer set which is consisted of the honey 

indexes and also the correct index. So, when an individual 
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analyzes the two lists, she acknowledges that every 

username is paired with k numbers as sweet indexes and 

every of that points to real passwords within the system. The 

tentative countersign indexes hamper an individual to form 

an accurate guess and she or he can't be simply sure 

regarding which index is the correct one. it is corresponding 

to say that to form uncertainty regarding the proper 

countersign, we tend to propose to use indexes that map to 

valid passwords within the system. The contribution of our 

approach is twofold. First, this methodology needs less 

storage compared to the initial study. Second, within the 

previous sections we tend to argue that effectiveness of the 

honeyword system directly depends on how Gen() flatness is 

provided and how it is close to human behavior in selecting 

passwords. Within our approach passwords of different 

users are used as the pretend passwords, so guess of that 

countersign is pretend and which is correct becomes more 

difficult for an individual. 

A. Initialization 

Firstly, T fake user accounts (honeypots) are created with 

their passwords (see Appendix A for details). Also an index 

value between [1,N], however not used previously is allotted 

to every honeypot indiscriminately. Then k − 1 numbers are 

indiscriminately chosen from the index list and for every 

account a honeyindex set is made like  

Xi = (xi,1,xi,2...xi,k) 

 one of the elements in Xi is that the correct index 

(sugarindex) as ci. Now, we tend to use two countersign 

files as F1 and F2 within the main server: F1 stores 

username and honeyindex set, < hui,Xi > pairs as shown in 

Table 2, wherever hui denotes a honeypot account. Note that 

every entry has two parts. The first one is that the username 

of the account and the second part is honeyindex set for the 

several account. Also, the table is sorted alphabetically by 

the username field. On the opposite hand, F2 keeps the 

index number and the corresponding hash of the 

countersign, < ci,H(pi) >, as depicted in Table 3. During this 

case, every entry within the table has two parts. The first 

part is that the sugarindex of the account and the second is 

that the hash of the corresponding countersign. Notice that 

the table is sorted according to the index values. Let SI 

denote the index column and SH represent the 

corresponding countersign hash column of F2. Then the 

function f(ci) that provides countersign hash value in SH 

Sr.No Username Honeyindex Set 

1 jeus (93,16626,...,94935) 

2 shasha (15476,51443,...,88429) 

3 rocky (362107... 91233) . . . 

4 james (1009,23471,... ,47623) 

5 rey (63,51234,...,72382) 

Table 1. Password File F1 for the Proposed Model 

Sr.No Si SH 

1 3 H(p3) 

2 7 H(p7) 

3 85 H(p85) 

- 
- 

- 

- 

- 

- 100000 H(p100000) 

n 100004 H(p100004) 

Table 2. Password File F2 for the Proposed Model 

B. Honey checker 

In our approach, the auxiliary service honey checker is 

utilized to store correct indexes for every account and that 

we assume that it communicates with the most server 

through a secure channel in an authenticated manner. 

Indeed, it are often assumed that security enhancements for 

honey checker and therefore the main server presented in  

are applied, however it's out scope of this study[5]. The role 

and first processes of the honey checker are a similar as 

described within the original study except that < i,ci > 

combine is replaced with < ui,ci > combine in our case. The 

honey checker executes two commands sent by the most 

server [5]. 

Set: ci,ui 

  Sets correct password index ci for the user ui. 

Check: ui,j  

Checks whether ci for ui is equal to    given j.   

Returns the result and if equality does not hold, notifies 

system a honey word situation. 

Thus, the honeychecker only knows the correct 

index for a username, but not the password or hash of the 

password. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we have analyzed the security of the 

honeyword system. This system helps to user and admin. 

User gets instant alert when some hacker tried to access his 

account. Also hacker will see the list of decoy files in the 

system. So he feels that he have hacked the account. We 

have presented a new approach to make the generation 

algorithm as close as to human nature by generating 

honeywords with randomly picking passwords that belong 

to other users in the system. We have compared the 

proposed model with other methods with respect to DoS 

resistance, flatness, and storage cost and usability properties 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

In the future, we would prefer to refine our model by 

involving hybrid generation algorithms to additionally 

create the whole hash inversion method more durable for an 

individual in obtaining the countersigns in plaintext type 

from a leaked password hash file. Hence, by developing 

such strategies both of two security objectives – increasing 

the whole effort in recovering plaintext countersigns from 

the hashed lists and detecting the password revealing – is 

provided at an equivalent time. 
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